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LightJamz! Automated Light Shows  
http://www.bowentechnovation.com/lightjamz 

 
Want a killer light show synced perfectly to music…but 
don't have any programming time. Just play your music or 
show and let LightJamz do it all! Instantly. 
 
We've integrated a powerful live frequency and amplitude 
"autosensing" lighting program which can create an infinite 
number of lighting effects, including following any audio 
input, which can turn your AstroFXAurora LED cove 
lighting, as well and any other theater lights controlled 
through AstroFXCommander, into one big light organ. The 
cove lights dance along with a musical sound track, can 
sweep, chase, and flash a multitude of colors, and can even 
be tied to a live performance.  
With no programming necessary. 
 
You can see demo video of a system headed off for installation here 
http://www.bowentechnovation.com/lightjamz 
 
 
Your FXAurora system still will provide the customizable 
built-in wipes, chases, and flash controls, and custom 
editable preset scenes. Through a scripted, point and click 
or timeline programming entire lighting shows can be 
created using just the cove lights, or to augment the 
planetarium projectors. If you have attended planetarium 
conferences in theaters with our cove lighting, you may 
have been treated to one of these light shows 
 
Some uses include mixing entertainment full dome video 
or laser shows with dynamic lighting effects. Receptions 
hosted in the theater can have lights that follow the 
background music. Instead of a static single color when 
visitor enter the theater, the lights can be constantly changing, or following the walk-in music. If vestibule 
lights are tied to our control system, these too can dance and change. These effects are not limited to 
planetariums. Large format film theaters, museum, science centers, exhibits and other facilities that have our 
lights can use be integrated with LightJamz!  


